
The American Bar Association’s Criminal Justice Section is continuing the “Citizen Amicus Project” in 

an effort to get law students to contribute to the national dialogue about the Fourth Amendment. 

 

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/criminal_justice/citizen_amicus.html 

The 2012 Project focuses on the Fourth Amendment issues raised by law enforcement's warrantless use of 

trained narcotics dogs to detect narcotics from the outside of a home.  This term the Supreme Court will 

hear Florida v. Jardines, a case that questions whether law enforcement's use of narcotic detection dogs 

in front of a home, without a warrant, violates the homeowner's Fourth Amendment right to be free from 

unreasonable searches.   

The Supreme Court will review whether a dog sniff at the front door of a suspected grow house by a 

trained narcotics detection dog is a Fourth Amendment search requiring probable cause?  Oral argument 

is October 31, 2012. 

We believe law students have valuable insights to share about the question of an objective expectation of 

privacy.  Please have your students join the debate.  

The top three filings will earn the American Bar Association’s Criminal Justice Citizen Amicus Project 

recognition. The first place winner will receive $500 and strong consideration of having his/her 

submission included in the Criminal Justice Section newsletter. The second and third place winners will 

receive a recognition plaque.  

Submissions must be received before the Supreme Court issues its decision in the case. 

 

Citizen Amicus Project Summary: 

 

 The Citizen Amicus Project seeks to encourage law students to contribute to a national dialogue 

on constitutional issues.   

 The Citizen Amicus Project exists as a web-based constitutional debate about ongoing Supreme 

Court cases. 

 The goal of the Citizen Amicus Project is to educate, engage, and expand the influence of law 

student ideas about constitutional issues.   

 Similar to formal amicus briefs, the Citizen Amicus Project seeks input from interested parties to 

help resolve constitutional issues.  The goal is to provide a focused and discrete opportunity for 

law students to contribute to a national legal question that affects law students.   

 

An Overview of the Project: 

 

 Every year Supreme Court cases will be chosen as the focus of the Project.  The legal briefs, 

arguments, and supplemental educational materials on this case will be available on the ABA 

Citizen Amicus Project website.   

 Law students will be encouraged to access the website and submit their views on the 

constitutional question.  Law professors will be encouraged to discuss and frame the question as 

part of a criminal justice oriented curriculum.  

 Law students will write 500-1000 word opinions about the constitutional question presented in a 

concise and accessible format.   

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/criminal_justice/citizen_amicus.html


 The result will be a collection of brief legal statements helpful to the Supreme Court and the 

general public.  The opinions obviously will be the personal opinions of the student contributors, 

and not the ABA.  The opinions will be accessible to the Supreme Court and all other citizens, but 

will not be formally filed as amicus.   

 The Citizen Amicus Project submissions will exist as an alternative repository of constitutional 

analysis from a citizen-student perspective.   

 

 


